ASA Meeting 11-18-2012

Attendance: Rachel Keeler, D. W. Rowlands, Jacobi Vaughn, Ben Lehnert, Kuljot Anand, Cory Hernandes, Emily Moberg, Alex Dehnert

1. Closed meeting
2. Moira vs Mailman for group officer lists
   a. Lemur proposed requiring Moira lists
   b. Implementing change-over is complicated
   c. Benefits are they cannot moderate asa-official mails
   d. Shouldn’t force groups into stuff
3. Fines
   a. Ohms posteried over LCS
      i. $25 and courtesy notice
   b. Maseeh posteried on walls, chalked lobby 7
      i. Do we have Dormcon fine or we fine?
         1. $25 fine for each, notify Dormcon
4. Entrepreneurship Review
   a. Suggestion to recognize as sponsored
   b. 6 in favor, 0 against, 1 abstain
5. ASA-official
   a. Helpful suggestions tag on end
   b. Vote to send: passes unanimously
6. Verbal poke to Alex Dehnert for draft email
7. Emily Moberg needs Mail Merge instructions
8. Class Council of 2016
   a. Needs to submit anti-hazing form
9. MISTI postereng
   a. They do it excessively, should we talk to them
   b. Yes, we should ask them nicely.